Accessories

Genuine Accessories

> E njoy life even more.


The new Kia cee’d has been created to help you get much more out
of life. And, with Genuine Accessories, you’ll be able to enhance its
appearance and functionality to match your taste and lifestyle.
All of the made-to-measure accessories in this brochure have been
designed and manufactured to the same high standards as your car,
and meet Kia’s strict requirements concerning quality, durability, fit
and finish. And remember, the only accessories good enough for your
car are Kia Genuine Accessories. Your Kia dealer is ready to advise you,
and help you to make the most of your Kia…
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> Wheels

> Wheels

>

Show your style.

 esigned to perform. 
D
Nothing transforms the appearance of your car more than your choice of wheels. 
These top-quality alloy wheels will not only personalise your Kia cee’d, they also provide 
a dynamic advantage by reducing unsprung weight.
1. Alloy wheel 16” Ansan
Ansan ten-spoke alloy wheel, graphite,
6.5x16, suitable for 205/55 R16 tyres
A2400ADE02
2. Alloy wheel 16” Wando
16” Wando five-spoke alloy wheel, silver,
6.5x16, suitable for 205/55 R16 tyres
A2400ADE01
3. Alloy wheel 17” Wando
17” Wando five-spoke alloy wheel, silver,
7.0x17, suitable for 225/45 R17 tyres
A2400ADE03
4. Alloy wheel 17” Sohari
17” Sohari five-double-spoke alloy wheel, 
7.0x17, suitable for 225/45 R17 tyres
4a. bi-colour 
A2400ADE05
4b. graphite
A2400ADE04
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6. Alloy wheel kit 17” Design A
Suitable for 225/45 R17 tyres
A2F40AC300
A2F40AC350 (for TPMS)
Available in September 2012
7. Alloy wheel kit 17” Design B
Suitable for 225/45 R17 tyres
A2F40AC600
A2F40AC650 (for TPMS)
Available in September 2012

Alloy wheel kit includes 
a cap and five nuts.
8. Steel wheel 15” (not shown)
(will fit original Kia wheel covers)
Suitable for 195/65 R15 tyres
52910A6000PAC
9. Steel wheel 16” (not shown)
(will fit original Kia wheel covers)
Suitable for 205/55 R16 tyres
52910A2100PAC
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5. Alloy wheel kit 16” 
Suitable for 205/55 R16 tyres
A2F40AC200
A2F40AC250 (for TPMS)
Available in September 2012
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> Styling

> Styling

> Details make a difference.
F inishing touches. 
You’ve chosen the colour, you’ve decided on the
interior trim, now it’s time to add the finishing touches.
So you can make your Kia cee’d uniquely yours.

1. Side mirror caps
Eye-catching additions to the door mirrors 
add an extra dash of style. Set of 2.
A2431ADE00 (w/o indicator)
A2431ADE10 (with indicator)
Available in September 2012
2. Sport grip pedal
High quality aluminium sport pedals with raised,
anti-slip rubber pads for a truly sporty driving
experience.
A2050ADE00 (manual)
Available in September 2012
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3. Entry guards
Embellished with the cee’d logo, these aluminium
entry guards protect the front door sills from
scratches and scuff marks. Set of 4.
A2450ADE00
Available in June 2012
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> Transport

> Transport

>

Leave nothing behind.
 o compromises. 
N
Usually, life is all about compromises. But not with your Kia cee´d. We’ve created a range of practical and
easy to use solutions that enable you to live your life to the full, by transporting everything that you
need with you – safely and securely.

1. Roof rack, aluminium 
Unique Kia made roof rack, easy to install and
remove. Lightweight but strong, this
provides the secure basis for mounting your
choice of the roof carriers and roof boxes.
(w/o panorama sunroof )
A2210ADE00AL
Available in June 2012
2. Xtender 739 ski & snowboard carrier
To ease loading and unloading, the carrier
can be extended sideways so that clothes
and car need not come into contact. Capable
of carrying up to 6 pairs of skis or 4
snowboards.
55700SBA10
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3. Deluxe 727 ski & snowboard carrier
To avoid high bindings damaging the car roof
this carrier is adjustable for height. There’s 
no problem opening the carrier with gloves 
on thanks to the extra large buttons. 
Capable of carrying up to 6 pairs of skis or 
4 snowboards.
55700SBA20

4. ProRide 591 bike carrier
Once the bike is resting on the frame holder, all
further adjustment and securing is carried out
at roof height by means of the single-handed
rotary knob. Can be mounted on either left or
right side of car. Up to 20 kg weight limit.
55701SBA10
5. FreeRide 532 bike carrier
Fast and simple loading and unloading, with
quick-lock frame holder, smart wheel holders 
and adjustable quick-release straps. 
55701SBA20
6. Bike carrier for tow bar
Capable of carrying either 2 bikes or 2 e-bikes,
with a highly convenient tilting action allowing
easy access to the boot, even when loaded.
When in use, the high performance carrier and
bikes are theft-proof. 
E823055001
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> Transport

> Transport

1. Litter bag 8014
With an easy-clean sealed, waterproof liner
and self-closing top, this litterbag helps you
keep your car’s interior clean and clutterfree. Hang it over the seat back, or in other
preferred positions by means of the
adjustable strap.
55123SBA40
Trunk organiser
Available in three different sizes (27/41/64
litres), these removable organisers have
carrying handles, transparent panels for
content identification, and a non-slip base
material to keep them in place. Because of
their wire-frame construction they can be
made to stay open during loading/
unloading. 
8019 S 55123SBA10
8020 M 55123SBA20
8021 L 55123SBA30

3. Passenger seat storage net
Perfect for storing small items that the 
driver could need en route, this convenient
mesh pouch can be attached to the front
passenger seat with elastic straps. The
contents stay in one place, easily reachable
from the driver’s seat.
66170ADE00
4. Roof box Pacific 200
Sleek and low, but with a capacity of 460
litres, the aerodynamic shape reduces air
resistance, noise and vibration. Grip friendly
key cannot be removed until all locking
points are secured. Room for 4 snowboards, 
or skis up to 160 cm long.
55730SBA20
5. Roof box Ranger 90
Made from sturdy waterproof material, with
welded seams and sealed zipper, this 340
litre foldable roof box protects your load
from water and dirt, and takes up hardly any
space when rolled up.
55730SBA10
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> Transport

1. Horizontal tow bar, detachable
Easy to install and remove, with a
partially visible mounting fixture for
straightforward access. Maximum
towing capacity is limited only by your
vehicle’s restrictions (please contact
your Kia dealer).
A2281ADE01
2. Vertical tow bar, detachable
A high quality steel tow bar with a
3-ball locking system for easy and
secure underside mounting. The
power socket and mounting fixture
remain out of sight after detachment.
Maximum towing capacity is limited
only by your vehicle’s restrictions
(please contact your Kia dealer).
A2281ADE00

4. Cargo separator
Fitting perfectly between the rear
seatbacks and the roof, this robust
grid protects vehicle occupants from
the movement of cargo items,
especially in an accident. The easy to
install grid is designed not to restrict
the driver’s rearward view.
4a. main frame  A2150ADE00
4b. sub frame 	  A2151ADE00

3. Tow bar wiring kit (not shown)
Provides amplification and
malfunction warning of rear signal
lights on both vehicle and trailer.
Includes Park Distance Control cut-off
and LED light support. A drainage
hole (7-pole) or waterproof socket
housing (13-pole) stops water ingress
being a problem. 
13-pole
A2621ADE00CP
7-pole
A2620ADE00CP
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> Comfort

> Comfort

>M
 ake life easier.
 ou deserve it.
Y
Every journey is different, but some things still stay the same. Like parking
in tight spaces, staying in touch, and keeping your clothes in good shape.
These Kia Genuine Accessories will help look after the appearance of both
you and your car, and make every journey easier and more comfortable.

1. Parking distance sensors, front
4 sensors mounted in the front bumper
provide acoustic warnings of obstacles when
manoeuvring in restricted parking spaces.
The sensors can be painted in your car’s
colour.E98001D101
Available in September 2012

1

2. Parking distance sensors, rear
4 sensors mounted in the rear bumper
provide acoustic warnings of obstacles when
reversing in restricted parking spaces. The
sensors can be painted in your car’s colour.
E98001D000
Available in September 2012
3. Smartphone holder
Mounted securely in the centre console, this
easily removable holder allows you to use
your smartphone for music or navigation on
the move, without obscuring your view of 
the road.
A2740ADE00   (LHD)
A2740ADE10   (RHD)
Available in June 2012

2
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4. Phone console
Safely keeps your mobile phone in sight and
out of harm´s way when you´re on the move.
Fits all types of mobile phones.
E555055000
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> Comfort

> Comfort

1
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1. Business suit hanger
The most elegant and convenient way to keep your clothes tidy
and crease-free during a journey. It fits easily to the front seat
head restraints, and can be quickly separated for use elsewhere
(office, hotel room, etc.). 
66770ADE00

3

2. Wind deflector, front
Reduces turbulence when driving with an open front window.
The aerodynamically formed deflector redirects the airflow,
deflecting raindrops and reducing intrusive wind noise. Set of 2.
A2221ADE00
3. Ice/sunscreen
Protects the interior from extreme heat build-up in strong
sunlight, and prevents ice forming on the windscreen and front
windows in cold winters. Theft-proof when fitted.
A2723ADE00
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> Protection

> Protection

>

1a

2

Keeping up appearances.
Look after your cee’d, inside and out. 
You’ve chosen your new Kia cee’d, not just because of what it can do, but also because of its
appearance. So it makes good sense to make sure that, inside and out, it stays looking good
as long as possible. These practical and resilient accessories have been developed to protect
your car from day-to-day wear and tear.

3

1. Trunk mat reversible antislip, 
1a. velour side
Made-to-measure protective trunk mat
finished on one side in high-quality soft
velour, to cushion your more sensitive
cargoes. The other side is rubber.
Complete with cee’d logo.   
1b. antislip side
Made-to-measure protective trunk mat
finished on one side with a resilient antislip rubber for carrying messier loads. 
The other side is velour. 
Complete with cee’d logo.

With luggage under tray 
A2120ADE10
Without luggage under tray
A2120ADE00
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2. Trunk liner
Made-to-measure protective liner for the
trunk area. Easy to fit and clean, the liner 
is also water and dust-proof. Rugged, yet
light, it also carries the cee’d logo.
A2122ADE00

3. Textile floor mat, standard
Made from rugged needle felt, this set of
4 individual floor mats is tailor-made to fit
the car’s foot-wells. They have built-in
fixing points to stop the mats from
slipping, and the driver’s mat has a
strengthened heel pad and a cee’d logo. 
A2141ADE00 (LHD)
A2141ADE10 (RHD)
4. Textile floor mat, velour
Finished in high-quality soft velour with a
grained, anti-slip backing, these floor
mats are tailor-made to fit the car’s footwells. Set of 4 individual mats with the
cee’d logo on the driver’s mat. 
A2143ADE00 (LHD)
A2143ADE10 (RHD)
5. Rubber floor mat
Set of 4 individual floor mats, tailor-made
to fit the car’s foot-wells. These extremely
durable mats trap water, mud, sand and
road salt, with a special finish that makes
them very easy to keep clean. Both front
mats bear the cee’d logo.  
A2131ADE00 (LHD)
A2131ADE10 (RHD)

1b
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> Protection

1. Side door mouldings
Purpose-designed, stylish protection against
scratches and dents. They complement the 
car’s sporty, elegant design and can be painted 
in your car’s colour. Set of 4.
A2271ADE00
2. Mud guard kit (shown rear)
Protect your car’s most vulnerable areas from
damage caused by stones, slush, dirt, debris 
and road salt. Set of 2.
A2460ADE10 (front)
A2460ADE20 (rear)

2

3. Rear bumper loading protection foil,
transparent
Resilient, invisible protective foil for the top
surface of your car’s rear bumper. Prevents
damage to the painted surface while loading 
and unloading. 
A2272ADE00TR

1

4. Rear bumper loading protection foil, black
Custom-made black protective foil for the top
surface of your car’s rear bumper. Prevents
damage to the painted surface while loading 
and unloading. 
A2272ADE00BL

3

5. Door handle recess protection foil
Keeps your paintwork looking fresh 
and new by protecting it from fingernail 
or key scratches. Made from durable, 
self-adhesive transparent film.
Set of 4.
66272ADE00
4

5
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> Safety

> Safety

> Be prepared.
 ou can’t have too much safety. 
Y
No matter how well you drive, or how safe and protective your car is, you
can never discount the behaviour of others. In other words, accidents
can 
happen. Thankfully, your Kia cee’d is built to the highest standards of 
safety, but here are some useful “extras” that you may like to have on
board.
1. Safety bag
Contains a complete first aid kit
and the most important
emergency tools. It includes
bandages, safety vest (see
below) and warning triangle
(see below), and complies with
DIN 13164 standard.
E889066000

3. Warning triangle
This high-visibility triangle is
lightweight but stable and can
be folded together to save 
space. It complies with ECE-R27
standard, and is a legal
requirement in most European
countries.
E883166000

2. Safety vest
A “one size fits all” highvisibility neon vest with
reflective strips for maximum
visibility both day and night. It
complies with 
DIN EN 471 standard, and is 
a legal requirement in most
European countries.
E883066000
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www.kia.eu

Genuine Kia Accessories developed by MOBIS

Kia Motors Europe GmbH.
Theodor-Heuss-Allee 11
D-60486 Frankfurt am Main
Germany
www.kia.eu

All information, illustrations and specifications are correct at the time of printing and
are subject to change without notification. The models and specifications shown in
this brochure may vary from the models available in your market. Due to the limits of
the printing process, the car body colours shown may differ slightly from actual
colours. Please contact your local Kia dealer for the most recent information.
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7-year /150,000 km new car warranty. Valid in
all EU member states (incl. Norway, Switzerland,
Iceland and Gibraltar) subject to local terms and
conditions.

